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Oh! I love to go out fishing,
In a river or a creek…
-Irving Berlin. 1935

2019 Red Tag
Committee:
President: Tony Ryan
Vice Presidents: Vin McCaughey & Barney Stephens
Secretary: Bill Jackson
Treasurer: Don Amour
New Member Coordinator: Ross Caton
Trip Coordinator: Peter Coles
Newsletter: Andrew Rodda & David Honeybone
•

Leff Andropof

•

Craig Bolch

•

Janie Joseph

•

Dan Mamrot

News
Red Tag Merch.
New caps have arrived and there is a choice of two colours. They are $20
each so perhaps one for Saturday and one for Sunday trips. The logo is
embroided into the cap and they will be available at the next activity
meeting so come along with your hard earned. There is also some stubby
holders that also work in winter to keep your warm drinks warm in
winter.

AFN Fishing & Outdoors

Gin Clear Media

20/52 Corporate Boulevard
Bayswater Vic.

t: 9729 8788
Flyfinz
Jim Baumgurtel
T: 0410 423 430

Aussie Angler Fishing
& Tackle Gear
Rick Dobson
30 Sherbourne Rd. Greensborough

t: 9432 1501

fly fishing DVD’s and films
www.gin-clear.com
Adrenaline Flies

Supplier of quality fly fishing
tackle and equipment.
http://www.adrenalinflies.com.au

Hurley’s Fly Fishing
Gavin Hurley

Like Tasmanian fishing news
on facebook?

489 South Rd. Bentleigh

T:9532 1583

www.tasfish.com
FlyLife:

Saltwater & Freshwater Fly Fishing

Rob Sloane

www.flylife.com

Subscribe to essential flyfisher’s
newsletters from their website, for
exclusive offers.
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Big 4 Taggerty Holiday Park
3380 Maroondah Hwy Taggerty
book@big4taggerty.com.au

T:(03) 5774 7263

Trip Report
‘Come and Try Day’.
Bill Jackson & Dan Mamrot
For the past few years the
club has conducted a come and
try day where we encourage new
fly fishers to attend.
The day usually commences
with casting on the oval followed up
by participants fishing the local
streams. A day prior to the trip there
was an unusual sight in
Melbourne…RAIN… and this
continued on the morning of the trip. The crew gathered in the rain at the Marysville football
ground pavilion. Each member was then paired up with a beginner and the process of setting
up began. Our new fly fishers Jeanette,
Scrawled by Arne Saknussemm?
Stephen, Colin and Missy were keen
but the weather at Marysville didn’t
allow for our usual casting practice.
Our experienced members assisted the
new fly fishers with their rod set up
leading to a few “A-ha!” moments.
The decision was made to head to the
Goulburn river, as the rain would have
made the more accessible sections of
the surrounding streams muddy and
difficult to fish. Dan was paired with
Jeanette who has begun her fly-fishing
journey recently. They covered
indicator fishing, and swinging nymphs and larger flies, as the conditions pertained to these
two techniques rather well. Discussion focused on stream craft, including possible fish holding
locations and the act of systematically breaking-down a river, simplifying an otherwise
daunting scene. Jeanette followed all points and asked some excellent questions.
With the experienced members groups suddenly found themselves having to deal with
flowing water as well as restricted casting situations in some areas. This was different from
casting at the Yarra Bend Pool and provided other challenges throughout the day.
New Red Tag member, Andy Elam, invited two Red Tag members to “Come & Try”
Euro nymphing. Andy has been euro nymphing for a number of years and was prepared to
share his knowledge with Bill Jackson and Nigel Parker.
The weather was inclement, and the day commenced with a stop at the local coffee shop
for a warm brew and some basic information on euro nymphing. Andy used a white board to
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explain how euro nymphing is different from indicator nymphing and how to locate the fish
in running water.
Moving to the water and setting up the rigs, Andy suggested using his 10½ foot rods
with the club’s reels. For this exercise, one tungsten beaded nymph was used to make the
tuition easier.
Bill and Nigel, then hit the water and under specific instructions from Andy with a
focus on the technical aspects of euro nymphing. Andy stressed that the emphasis here was
the actual technique not necessarily a high fish catch count. Once a basic knowledge was
gained, they moved to a more technical water with different depth and speed. Adjusting
techniques, they took it in turns to work the water and although the fish were not cooperating Bill and Nigel literally found a secret code on the rocks. With code broken, the fish
came to life and Nigel caught a nice rainbow. He continued to catch another 3 and although
Bill had a take, he did not successfully land it. Andy was very informative and had a
comprehensive teaching methodology and both came away with a sound knowledge and
confidence that they could now euro nymph by themselves.
A sincere thanks our experienced members for providing their time, expertise and
demonstrating their passion to share knowledge with other members. All involved learnt a
great deal, including the more experienced members; explaining the process behind an activity
often forces one to analyse why they do things the way they do and if there is a better or more
versatile way to approach the problems they deal with.
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Trip Report
Marvellous Millbrook
Red Tag trip to Millbrook Lakes: Friday, May 3 – Sunday,
May 5.
“Some years ago a fishing friend of mine went to Millbrook. Whilst
being guided he became so frustrated and enraged at being unable to
cast to cruising trout that when he returned home he snapped his rods
and burnt them in the back yard…” (as recounted to David H)
Friday
nd so it came to pass that The Nine (Vin, Barney, Cam, Peter, Craig, Janie,
Sean, David M, David H) gathered on a brisk Friday afternoon at Millbrook.
Found the place? First hurdle cleared. We were greeted by fishing royalty in the
shape of Phil Weigall. After genuflecting (tricky in waders) he set up rigs and
advised us where to fish as we spread out around the main Cabin Lake. Phil was
spotting fish immediately from the bank “anyone with a fly on, 2 meters out…cast
now”. So no pressure. Red Buzzers and Stick Caddis were recommended beneath
indicators with a switch to Woolly Buggers on dark and this proved very effective as
Janie, David M, Barney and Peter all landed fish.

A roaring fire had been lit in the spacious main log cabin so as warmth
returned to numbed extremities first impressions were given over pre-dinner drinks
and Sean’s exotic biltong.
“I chased a huge fish taking smelt, could have eaten a duck.” Craig
“Lots of big fish, need to convert sightings to catches.” Barney
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The Nine then split into three cars to
undertake the short drive to the Wallace Hotel
and over a hearty meal and a few refreshing
beverages plans were set and tales were told. Big
thanks to Cam, Barney and Sean for driving.

more wood was thrown
on the fire, more drinks
imbibed…

On return more wood was thrown on the
fire, more drinks imbibed (there may have been
whisky) and at some point in the evening it
seemed like a good idea to spotlight fish in the
rain. There were big trout (the term big trout
becomes fairly flexible in the context of
Millbrook) close to the bank and over clutched
glasses of red wine directions were thrown at
Peter as he cast out…

Saturday
A mix of sleepless-or-sore heads shuffled in for breakfast (did anyone else hear
that chainsaw in the night?). Coffee, coffee, coffee. The guides arrived at 8.30: Scott
Xanthoulakis, Phil Weigall and his brother Mark (owner of Millbrook) and the
Nine were soon divided up into three groups of three.
Scott: David H, Barney, Sean
Phil: Peter, Janie, Craig
Mark: David M, Cam
Unfortunately, Vin was as sick as a pike so sat out the morning session.
Although this didn’t prevent him from getting on the Cabin Lake and catching
two…
Most of the lakes are a drive from the accommodation. Some are leased dams
on farms others are purely private commercial fisheries. All are stocked and
maintained. The weather was rather mixed, sunshine, rain, overcast, wind…you
name it we got it.
Lunch was back at the cabin around noon and there were some grim faces as
not many fish had been landed. Sean and Janie caught some enormous redfin
(footballs with fins) and David H a 3.5 pound rainbow on a loch style rig but for
the others it had been hard going so spirits were a little mixed. After a good lunch
the groups stayed together and went off to new locations returning to the cabin
around 5pm. Midge hatches had been productive and David H bagged another
three and dropped the same (buzzer and stick caddis under an indicator with a slow
retrieve…and the heretic also sat down to fish…). Janie claimed a nice trout
(Zonker) and Phil’s group caught four redfin at an average of four pounds each a
feat he expressed some relief with for as a guide his clients rarely ever blank. So the
mood was a little subdued but with enough meat and drink to feed the local
population twice over everyone was looking forward to Sunday.
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Sunday
People awoke refreshed and beaming (honest). Craig caught a fish before
breakfast (no one believes he actually sleeps) and the guides arrived at 8.30 with
Andrew replacing Mark Weigall. The groups were assigned different guides and a
similar format was undertaken although we didn’t break for a pizza lunch until 1.30
pm. Mixed reports as Barney’s group blanked but the others were really in amongst
them and there were smiles aplenty. Special mention at this point for Cam who was
still fishless for the weekend but putting a brave face on it (outwardly). The good
news was that he picked up a nice rainbow in the afternoon session much to
everyone’s delight and others continued to pull them in with small nymphs under
indicators doing the trick.

Overall the Nine were very satisfied and whilst it’s great to catch fish the
amount of knowledge imparted made it all very worthwhile and value for money.
As you can see from all the photos and comments on TeamApp it really was a
great weekend and I hope this report has done it justice (written on the run).
Apologies if I have overlooked anything. And a huge thank you to Barney for
organising it.
“…this was one of the best getaway weekends I had experienced in a long
time. I learnt a lot from the guides…I was very impressed with the overall service
that we received and would definitely do it again, perhaps an annual yearly trip for
those that want to go on it?” (Janie)
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Fly Tying
starting out and intermediate
4th Tuesday of the Month.
“No one knows, incidentally, why Australia's spiders are so extravagantly toxic; capturing small
insects and injecting them with enough poison to drop a horse would appear to be the most literal
case of overkill. Still, it does mean that everyone gives them lots of space.”
― Bill Bryson, In a Sunburned Country.
Anon.

Spider Patterns
Arachnids (/əˈræknɪdz/) are a class of
joint-legged invertebrate animals
(arthropods), in the subphylum
Chelicerata. Almost all adult arachnids
have eight legs, although the front pair
of legs in some species has converted to a
sensory function, while in other species,
different appendages can grow large
enough to take on the appearance of
extra pairs of legs.
The term is derived from the Greek
word ἀράχνη (aráchnē), from the myth
of the hubristic human weaver Arachne
who was turned into a spider.
-wikipedia.
(red herring!)
In the summer months, when trout are
well fed and become lazy, or when they
are much fished for, and become shy, we
have found spiders much more deadly
than the most tempting winged fly that
can be made.

for fishing down, as if drawn against the stream,
it runs the fibres alongside of the hook and all
resemblance to an insect is destroyed.
The only objection to spiders is, that the
feathers are so soft that the trout’s teeth break
them off, and after catching a dozen or two
of trout, little is left of them but the bare
dressing, rendering it necessary for any angler to
change them.
from The Practical Angler
-W. C. Stewart 1857
Further Reading: http://www.flyfishing-andflytying.co.uk/articles/view/tying_spiders/

Materials:

Spiders dressed of very soft feathers are
more suitable for fishing up(stream) than
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Hook: Wet fly, size 12 to
16.
Tying thread: Waxed
brown Micro - 8/0.
Body: Tying thread – two
layers only.
Hackle: Cock starling
neck feather or marginal
or lesser wing covert,
depending on hook size.

Fly by Tony Ryan

Fly Tying
intermediate and advanced
2nd Tuesday of the Month
Perdigón Nymph

Materials:

Noun:
a. pellet
b. young partridge

A wide variety of generally artificial materials. It
is recommended to select materials that respond
well with a UV light

These small and delicate
nymphs were invented by
Spanish fisherman competitors
who fish in very difficult rivers where fishing
pressure is very high.
There is no materials like dubbing or hackle
in these Perdigon style flies. These materials
are not used because they slow the descent of
this nymph to the river bottom where the
trout are eating nymphs. They’re simple,
they sink like rocks due to their inherent
weight and slim design

a "simple process of binding various
materials to a hook with thread"
Helen Shaw

Hook: #18 Firehole 317.
Bead: Copper 2.5mm tungsten.
Weight: .25mm lead wire.
Thread: Fire orange 14/0 Veevus.
Tail: Ginger speckled flor de Escobar coq
de León fibers.
Underbody: Fine copper Holographic
Tinsel.
Overbody: Hand-stripped Polish peacock
quill, dyed brown.
Wingcase: Black marker, coated with resin.
Further Reading:
http://www.flytying.ro/perdigon-nymphs-simplest-way-totie-them/ or
https://www.flyfisherman.com/editorial/perdigonnymph/330985

F
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Glossary

Goulburn River

David Honeybone

Viewed by many as the premier fishing
river in Victoria. Below Lake Eildon it is
Victoria’s largest tailwater river and most
heavily fished trout stream. This section
of the river is to provide irrigation to
farmers well downstream. Low flows are
therefore early in the season and late
autumn to winter. Peak flows in summer
sees the river turn into an icy green mass
and only the edges are usually fishable.

Gator
Short for alligator. If you hook one you are
not in Australia. Or just unlucky.

The Upper Goulburn feeds into Lake
Eildon via Jamieson and is a freestone
stream with good access except in the
headwaters. Most productive from late
November to March.

Also a mid seventies good ol’ film
with Burt Reynolds.

Gaiters
Commonly a neoprene anklet or legging put
over the top of wading shoes and to keep
gravel from getting into the shoe and
abrading the stocking foot of the wader. See
also gravel guards.

Graphite
The most popular rod-building material in
use today, graphite offers the best weight,
strength, and flex ratio of any rod
building material currently available.

Gape
The distance between the hook shank and
the hook point.

Gibbo River
A perennial river of the North-East Murray
catchment of the Murray-Darling basin,
located in the alpine and East Gippsland
regions of Victoria, Australia. It flows from
the northwestern slopes of the Australian
Alps, south and joins with Morass Creek
southeast of Lake Dartmouth. A reliable
producer of rainbows and browns. Good
vehicle access for several kms along the
Benambra-Corryong Road. Some distance
from Melbourne but worth a visit on the
next Mitta trip?

Gravel Guards
Flaps on each wader leg that hook over
wading boots to further secure the waders
and to prevent debris from getting inside
the wading boots. Most waders today
have built-in gravel guards with elastic
bottoms and hooks to keep wader leg in
place. See also Gaiters.
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Glossary
David Honeybone

Grip
The cork handle of a fly rod, generally made of
cork rings shaped in several different ways
including a cigar grip, full-wells grip, and halfwells grip.

Guide
Metal rings usually bent pieces of wire along the
length of the fly rod to ease the release of a line
during casting and to distribute the stress of a fish
along the entire length of the rod.

Grip & Grins
Refers to anglers squeezing fish for the
gratification of a photo. Especially more out of
control than ever before with the use of social
media and the Internet (discuss). Best option:
Keep them wet for your photos in their natural
setting partially in the water for really great
pictures.
OR//
One that teaches and shares knowledge of fly
fishing with others for a fee (see gripe). Shop
around.
Case in point, Don Jnr. & Eric.

Gripe
(See Guides. also above pic.)

Grizzly
A barred feather of a genetic hackle chicken
that has colours white to black and is very
common for fly tying. Feathers are longer and
thinner than found on regular chooks.
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Library Report
A good month.
David Honeybone
We now have an almost complete set of FlyLife magazines,
all of which are available for loan. If you come across issues 7, 11 and 13
please let me know and if they are not a stupid price, I will grab them. Free
is good too.
New additions to the library for May include the following:
Flytyer’s Masterclass: a step-by-step guide to tying 20 essential
patterns for the flyfisher.
Oliver Edwards (spiral-bound).
First published in 1994, Flytyer's Masterclass showcases the talents of
British fly-tyer Oliver Edwards. Using his excellent knowledge of
entomology and recognising specific characteristics of each species of fly he
is creating, Edwards has developed his trademark of ultra realistic flies which
are highly regarded for their near perfect imitation to the natural. Featuring
patterns for the baetis nymph, ephemerella nymph, rhyacophila larva, and
Klinkhamer special. For this new edition the Flyfisher's Classic Library has
commissioned new photographs by Terry Griffiths which depict each fly in
stunning detail. (anglebooks.com)
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Fishing Sense
Philip Weigall
It's a sad fact of fly-fishing that there is no
prescriptive manual for ensuring success. It is an
activity that defies simple evaluation, with
enough variables to leave even the 'experts'
scratching their heads from time to time. For
example, why is it that a trout will respond to a
certain fly one day, but ignore it entirely in
identical conditions on another day?
Acclaimed fly-fishing author Philip Weigall attempts
to answer this question and many more in this
engaging book. In his words, it is a book of 'flyfishing truths', a collection of techniques, ideas,
concepts, knowledge and equipment that, to the best
of his objective observations over many decades spent
with a rod in hand, honestly seem to matter when it
comes to catching trout. (Amazon.com)

Finding Trout
Tony Ritchie
This book covers a lifetime of observations
and understanding of the details that Tony
Ritchie has used to find trout. Chapters cover the
importance of 'drift', the various categories of
trout food, trout flies, trout senses, the
imperatives of shelter, temperature and oxygen
and a host of other general and local factors.
(Amazon.com)

Victorian Recreational Fishing Guide 2019
Thanks to Tony Ryan for donating this. Covers pretty much
everything you need to know about fishing in Victoria both salt and fresh
water; bag limits, fish identification, equipment, licence information, state
boundaries, restrictions and dress code (not really).

The Red Tag Fly Library is a growing and substantial
resource available for all members of the club. Feel free to come
in, grab a cuppa, sit in a comfy chair and peruse the books, and
borrow.
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From the archives
2005 Australian Fly-Casting Championships
Canberra.
John Trengrove

Of the 32 Participants pictured, 17 were Red Tag Members.
(L-R)Geoff Newman, Cameron Whittam, John Trengrove, Brett Jones, John Waters, Ted Whittam,
Geraldine Phelan, Peter Wilson, Matthew Schofield, John Phelan, Bob Frye, Don Macleish, Wayne
Reddaway, Brian Cocks, Glen Thornton, Vin Ford, Ken Lucas.
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News
Annual Subscription Recommendations
Each year at the April committee meeting the annual subscription fees are
reviewed. The previous subscription increase was in 2012 and the committee has
recommended that Red Tag subscription fees and initial joining fee be increased as from
1st July 2019.
While the committee would prefer not to increase the fees our budget calculations
have shown a short fall in income and this is due to substantial increases with several
expenditure items mainly rent $1,750 and public liability insurance $1,478.
•

Metro Members = $85 (currently $76)

•

Family - $100 (currently $90)

•

Concessional Members = $43 (currently $38)

•

Country/I State Members = $43 (currently $38)

•

Junior Members = $21 (currently $19)

• Initial Entrance Fee = $50 (currently $35)
All members will have the opportunity to discuss the recommendations and put
their views forward. Red Tag members will be requested to vote on any changes at our
general meeting on Tuesday 7th May.

Trip Calendar
Google Calendar
Every Red Tag member now has access to the Red Tag events calendar via google
calendar. This link should work, if you have any issues, please email red tag with the
subject heading Events Calendar, or attend a member’s activity meeting to help resolve any
issues. [click this link]

Editorial
Desperately Seeking Content
As always, we need contributions. The editors of this newsletter
would much rather be fishing than staring at a computer screen,
(we do enough of that at work).

…on the WWWeb
Via YouTube
The Underwater World of Trout Pt1 : Discovery Pt2 : Feeding Lies
The narrative’s a little dry(?), however the content and
photography is really worth viewing, and everyone will learn
something about trout behaviour. Each video runs for about an hour.
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